
REVOLUTIONIZING YOUR 
SURFACE GRINDING OPERATIONS
LESS VIBRATION - BETTER ERGONOMICS - INCREASED LIFE
The Norton Clipper Infiltrated High-Density technology (iHD) combined with its patented diamond 
segment laser welding process is the biggest breakthrough in diamond tools this century.

iHD Cup Grinders are available in a range of specifications and diameters providing a solution for 
a number of applications in the building and construction industry, offering a unique segment 
design, low vibration levels and enhanced comfort for use on a right angle grinder.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Unique segment design and large grinding surface for better comfort with minimal vibration

• Infiltrated High-Density (iHD) segments made with Patented technology for longer life and faster 
grinding (Patent Pending, International Application #86538660)

• 3 performance tiers to meet every application

• Thick body for more safety, allowing more pressure when needed, resisting flexing causing breakage

• Larger ventilation holes than the conventional single and double row cup wheels for better cooling

• 3 diameters with a 5/8"-11 attachment optimized for all popular angle grinders

Norton Clipper 3X3
Ensures very high material removal rate, extreme comfort while working without vibrations and a self‑sharpening feature. These new iHD cups offer the 
best finishing and longest life even on softer, more abrasive materials.
UPC PART # SIZE MAX RPM SEGMENT HEIGHT
70184601763 3X3CG0400 4" x 5/8"‑11 15,000 .177"
70184601766 3X3CG0500 5" x 5/8"‑11 12,000 .177"
70184601769 3X3CG0700 7" x 5/8"‑11 8,730 .177"

Norton Clipper Classic
Provides efficient material removal rate thanks to the small contact surfaces of the segments. 
The cups also have flat sides to avoid damaging walls or ceilings during flush grinding.
UPC PART # SIZE MAX RPM SEGMENT HEIGHT
70184601761 CCCG0400 4" x 5/8"‑11 15,000 .177"
70184601764 CCCG0500 5" x 5/8"‑11 12,000 .177"
70184601767 CCCG0700 7" x 5/8"‑11 8,730 .177"

Vacuum Shroud Kit
The Vacuum Shroud’s design creates a cyclonic affect extracting dust and debris from the work surface into the support vacuum. 
This prolongs the life of the grinding cup and grinder and provides a smoother surface while decreasing the chance of dust particle inhalation.
UPC SIZE DESCRIPTION
70184694059 5" includes — ncludes one shroud, five different adapter rings to fit most popular right angle grinders, 

and one 5" x 5/8-11 Norton Clipper cup wheel.
70184641039 7" includes — includes one shroud, five different adapter rings to fit most popular right angle grinders, 

and one 7" x 5/8-11 Norton Clipper cup wheel.

Norton Clipper Charger
Increased segment to surface for more material removal than the Norton Clipper Classic cup grinder. 
The diamond and bond configuration provide a more comfortable feel while extending life and better finish on a wide range of materials.
UPC PART # SIZE MAX RPM SEGMENT HEIGHT
70184601762 CGCG0400 4" x 5/8"‑11 15,000 .177"
70184601765 CGCG0500 5" x 5/8"‑11 12,000 .177"
70184601768 CGCG0700 7" x 5/8"‑11 8,730 .177"

r up to no. 5.

Multi-Purpose, All Materials
Concrete, reinforced concrete, granite, building materials, thin steel sections, angle iron up to 1/2" material  thickness, reba

General Purpose and Masonry Building Materials
Blocks, medium-hard building bricks, paving slabs, concrete roof tiles and other medium-hard materials.

Natural Stone and Tiles  
Ceramic and stone tiles, granite, marble, very hard bricks and other very hard and dense materials.

Rescue, Demolition
Ductile, steel, polyvinyl pipe, thin steel plate, acrylic sheet, fiberglass, rubber, standard glass, wood, concrete, brick, asphalt.

Asphalt and Abrasive Materials
Asphalt, green concrete, asphalt over concrete, abrasive blocks, mortar and other abrasive materials.

Reinforced Concrete and Harder Building Materials
Reinforced concrete, hard bricks, limestone, terrazzo, and other hard materials.
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PRIMARY 
SPONSOR

USA CUSTOMER SERVICE:
Toll Free Phone: 1 (800) 554‑8003
Toll Free Fax:  1 (800) 443‑1092

CANADA CUSTOMER SERVICE:
Toll Free Phone: 1 (800) 263‑6565
Toll Free Fax:  1 (800) 561‑9490

www.facebook.com/NortonAbrasivesNA | www.youtube.com/NortonAbrasives | www.nortonabrasives.com
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